
If the service you want is not already stored in
a preset button or cannot be received, then you
can step through the other services in the
current ensemble by repeated short presses on
the steering wheel buttons (20 or 21), or the
seek-up or Seek-down buttons (9 or 11). At the
end of the ensemble, a further press will show
'Searching....' for a few seconds and then the
next ensemble will be shown. You can then step
through each service in this new ensemble by
repeated short presses as above.

To store a service on a preset:

While playing the desired service, press and
hold the desired preset button. A bar graph will
show, indicating how long you need to hold the
button, followed by a Preset Stored pop-up
message. Now release the button.

DAB SERVICE LIST
A quick way to see all the services available on
the presets and all the other services which may
be received in the current ensemble, is to use
the left navigation button (10) to go to the
waveband list, select either DAB1 or DAB2, then
the right navigation button to list the presets of
DAB1 or DAB2. If the desired station is not
listed, there is a Service List option at the top
of the list. Scroll up to the Service List item and
press the right navigation button to see all the
services of the current ensemble listed. Use the
navigation up/down buttons to scroll up and
down the list. If you want to select a service,
scroll the outline box onto the desired service
and press OK.

DAB MANUAL TUNING
Press and hold the seek-up or seek-down
buttons (9 or 11), or the steering wheel buttons
(20 or 21), for approximately 3 seconds to enter
Manual Tuning. The Manual Tuning pop-up
will appear on the display. Using the seek-up
or seek-down buttons (9 or 11), or the steering
wheel buttons (20 or 21), you can then move
through all the services and ensembles in turn.

If an ensemble is empty or not receivable, then
the tuning will move along to the next. If an
ensemble is only just strong enough to receive
but the services are too weak to use, the tuning
may stop on that ensemble and display the
ensemble's name, and possibly the service's
name, but without sound. If no sound is heard
within 5 to 10 seconds, then press the
appropriate seek button again to move onto the
next useable ensemble.

To select and play a service of your choice,
locate it and make sure the audio is receivable,
then press OK.

The Manual Tuning mode allows up to 30
seconds of inactivity before it times out. If
Manual Tuning times out with no new service
tuned, the radio will revert to the service you
were tuned to at the start of your Manual Tuning
session.

SERVICELINK
ServiceLink is an item on the Menu (12) and
can be enabled or disabled using the OK button.

When ServiceLink is enabled, 2 additional
features come in to operation:

• If you are listening to a local service which
has a partner service in an adjacent area,
when the signal weakens, it will
automatically changeover to the new area's
partner service.
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